Abstract: Models of axion inflation based on a single cosine potential require the axion decay constant f to be super-Planckian in size. However, f > M P l is disfavored by the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC). It is then pertinent to ask if one can construct axion inflation models in conformity with WGC. In this work we assume that WGC holds for the microscopic Lagrangian so that f < M P l . However, inflation is controlled by an effective Lagrangian much below the Planck scale where the inflaton is an effective axionic field associated with an effective decay constant f e which could be very different from f . In this work we propose a Coherent Enhancement Mechanism (CEM) for slow roll inflation controlled by flat potentials which can produce f e M P l while f < M P l . In the analysis we consider a landscape of chiral fields charged under a U (1) global shift symmetry and consider breaking of the U (1) symmetry by instanton type symmetry breaking terms. In the broken phase there is one light pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone-Boson (pNGB) which acts as the inflaton. We show that with an appropriate choice of symmetry breaking terms the inflaton potential is a superposition of many cosines and the condition that they produce a flat potential allows one to enhance f e so that f e /M P l 1. We discuss the utility of this mechanism for a variety of inflaton models originating in supersymmetry and supergravity. The Coherent Enhancement Mechanism allows one to reduce an inflation model with an arbitrary potential to an effective model of natural inflation, i.e. with a single cosine, by expanding the potential near a field point where horizon exit occurs, and matching the expansion coefficients to those of natural inflation. We demonstrate that this approach can predict the number of e-foldings in a given inflation model without the need for numerical simulation. Further we show that the effective decay constant f e can be directly related to the spectral indices so that f e = M P l / 1 − n s − r/4 where n s is the spectral index for curvature perturbations and r is the ratio of the power spectrum of tensor perturbations and curvature perturbations. The current data on n s and r constrains the effective axion decay constant so that 4.9 ≤ f e /M P l ≤ 10.0 at 95% CL. Thus an important result of the analysis is that the effective axion decay constant has an upper limit of ∼ 10M P l in axion cosmology for any potential-based model which produces successful inflation. For the Dirac-Born-Infeld inflation and more generally k-flation CEM is not applicable. Nonetheless in this case also we show that successful inflation can occur with f < M P l . Further, one can define slow-roll parameters as well as the effective axion decay constant in terms of inflaton density which is valid both for models using potentials as well as DBI-flation and more generally k-flation.
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Introduction
As is well known many of the problems associated with Big Bang cosmology which include the flatness problem, the horizon problem, and the monopole problem are resolved by inflation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Quantum fluctuations at the time of horizon exit carry significant information regarding specifics of the inflation model [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] which can be extracted from cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation anisotropy. The data from the Planck experiment [12] [13] [14] has helped constrain inflation models excluding some and narrowing down the parameter space of others. One such model is the so-called natural inflation based on a U (1) shift symmetry which is described by a simple potential [15, 16] 
, where a is the axion field and f is the axion decay constant. In this case, consistency with Planck data requires the axion decay constant to be significantly greater than the Planck mass M P l . However, an axion decay constant larger than the Planck mass is undesirable since a global symmetry is not preserved by quantum gravity unless it has a gauge origin. Additionally string theory prefers the axion decay constant to lie below M P l [17, 18] . These results are codified in WGC [19] which requires f < M P l . It is then relevant to ask if in general axion inflation models can be constructed consistent with the WGC constraint.
In this work we show that one can in fact construct axionic inflation models consistent with the WGC constraint and consistent with data within supersymmetry and supergravity models [20] and supersymmetric Dirac-Born-Infeld models [21] (for a review of supersymmetric inflation see, e.g., [22] ). Before going into details it is to be noted that the WGC constraint applies to the microscopic theory where axion is a primary field. On the other hand inflation is driven by an effective theory far below the Planck scale, where the inflaton is an effective axion field in the effective theory which exists in some broken symmetry phase. Such a situation occurs if one considers a landscape of chiral fields each of which are charged under a global U (1) symmetry which is broken by instantons. In this case the inflaton is an effective axion field which is a linear combination of many axion fields and is associated with an effective axion decay constant which can be very different from the axion decay constant of the microscopic theory. Several suggestions along this line exist such as the alignment mechanism [23, 24] . There is a significant amount of literature associated with this topic, see, e.g., [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Here we propose a new mechanism, i.e., the Coherent Enhancement Mechanism (CEM), where slow roll is governed by a flat potential which allows the effective decay constant f e M P l while the primary decay constant f < M P l consistent with WGC [20] . The proposed mechanism applies to supersymmetric and supergravity theories. For Dirac-BornInfeld-infation CEM does not work. However, it is shown that DBI can produce successful inflation with f < M P l . Thus an analysis within these models shows that one can obtain spectral indices as well as the ratio of the tensor to the scalar power spectrum consistent with the Planck data [12] [13] [14] and consistent with WGC.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we give a brief discussion of the Weak Gravity Conjecture. In section 3 we discuss the Coherent Enhancement Mechanism when the potential consists of a superposition of cosines which is typically the case for axionic potentials. In section 4 we discuss inflation for globally supersymmetric models, and in section 5 for supergravity models and their consistency with WGC. In section 6, we discuss the Dirac-Born-Infeld case, in which inflation is not controlled by potential alone but by the full Lagrangian. However, an effective decay constant f eH can still be defined based on inflation dynamics. In section 7, we discuss the reason why under the WGC constraint the ratio r of tensor-to-scalar power spectra is O (10 −4 ) for single field inflation for models with a flat potential while it can be much larger in DBI-flation up to the current experimental limit of r = 0.07. A simple explanation of this phenomenon is seen when one expresses the slow-roll parameters and the spectral indices in terms of inflaton density. Conclusions are given in section 8. Some relevant papers related to this work can be found in [35] [36] [37] [38] .
The Weak Gravity Conjecture and axion inflation
In its simplest form the Weak Gravity Conjecture considers the coupling of an abelian gauge field with gravity and states that this system must contain a particle of charge q and mass m so that [19] q m
, where M P l is the reduced Planck mass defined by
and G N is Newton's constant. The existence of such a particle is needed to carry away the charge of a black hole to avoid the remnant problem when the black hole evaporates due to Hawking radiation. The above constraint is found to be consistent with string theory and thus one might argue that consistent theories of quantum gravity obey the Weak Gravity Conjecture. Specifically, for example, one cannot let the charge q become arbitrarily small since in that case in the limit one will have a continuous global symmetry which is forbidden by strings. So far the analysis concerns just the abelian gauge theories coupling with gravity. However, there is a generalized WGC which has implications for axions and for axionic inflation.
The generalized WGC constraints the axion decay constant so that f ≤ M P l /S where S is the instanton action [39] [40] [41] . String theory requires S ≥ 1, so that the theory is in the perturbative domain, which gives f ≤ M P l . We note in passing that the constraints of WGC for axions are more indirectly arrived at relative to the original WGC. However, there is support for the generalized conjecture as it relates to axions. Thus even before WGC, Bank et al. [17] analyzed a number of periodic fields in string theory for various string vacua and found that an axion decay constant larger than the Planck mass was undesirable. Also analyses for a wide variety of axions in strings estimate the axion decay constant to lie in the range (10 16 − 10 18 ) GeV [18] .
WGC poses a problem for natural inflation since natural inflation requires f > 5M P l in apparent contradiction with WGC. However, here we need to keep in mind that the WGC constraint on the axion decay constant applies to the microscopic theory. An effective theory below the Planck scale is not necessarily subject to that constraint. More specifically, the inflaton need not be a primary field in the microscopic theory but rather an effective field such as a linear combination of the primary field in the domain where the U (1) global symmetry is spontaneously broken and the inflaton possesses an effective potential generated solely from such breaking. In this case the inflaton would be an axion with an effective axion decay constant which could be signicantly different from the primary one. This is demonstrated in the next section where we discuss the Coherent Enhancement Mechanism.
General analysis of Coherent Enhancement Mechanism
As mentioned in section 1, Coherent Enhancement Mechanism works for slow-roll inflation arising from a flat potential. Before discussing this mechanism we derive a relation that gives the effective axion decay constant directly in terms of the slow-roll parameters and in terms of the experimentally measurable spectral indices and the tensor to scalar ratio r of the power spectrum. Thus we consider a Lagrangian of the form
where the kinetic term is canonically normalized. Our focus is on that part of V (φ) where the potential is flat leading to inflation. We are specifically interested at the point of horizon exit φ ∼ φ 0 . Here it is sufficient to have
to have similar evolution of the field and the scale factor near φ ∼ φ 0 . Using this observation, we can express the parameters of natural inflation Λ and f e in terms of various order derivatives of V (φ). To do that, we expand V e near φ 0 to the second order so that
Now, identifying the expansion coefficients in Eq. (3) with corresponding derivatives of V (φ), and solving for Λ, f e and cos (φ 0 /f e ), we obtain
Further, it is convenient to express the effective decay constant f e in terms of slow-roll inflation parameters and η defined as
By combining these with Eqs. (4, 5, 6) , we obtain
The spectral indices n s and n t are related to the slow-roll parameters so that
We can thus eliminate η and in favor of n s and r and get
The current experimental limits from Planck experiment at k 0 = 0.05 Mpc −1 are as follows [12] [13] [14] n s = 0.9649 ± 0.0042 (68% CL) , r < 0.064 (95% CL) ,
while n t (k 0 ) is currently not constrained. Using this data we find model-independent bounds on the effective axionic decay constant so that 4.9 ≤ f e /M P l ≤ 10.0 (95% CL) .
Next, we discuss the Coherent Enhancement Mechanism arising from a superposition of cosine functions. As a specific simple example let us consider a potential of the form
Here we choose φ 0 where the maximum occurs so that φ f = π. On using Eq. (5) we get
One notices that there is a cancellation between the odd and even sums in the denominator in Eq. (16) which leads to an enhancement and gives f e /f > 1. Since the enhancement occurs as a consequence of the sum of several terms we call this a "Coherent Enhancement Mechanism".
It is also interesting to note that n s , r, and therefore f e can be directly computed from the scale factor evolution without invoking any knowledge about the potential. This formulation is of relevance when we discuss DBI-flation where slow roll is not driven by the potential alone but by the entire Lagrangian. To distinguish the effective decay constant computed in this way from f e that is computed from potential, we call it f eH .
Specifically, we can define the dynamic slow-roll parameters
where c s is the speed of sound in the medium where c 2 s = p ,β /ρ ,β , β =φ 2 where p is the pressure and ρ the density. In this case spectral indices are given by [42, 43] 
For the case when the dependence of the parameters on sound speed c s is relatively small one has
in which case Eq. (9) can be rewritten as
We will show using numerical simulations that f e ≈ f eH for the cases of global supersymmetry and supergravity. For DBI-flation CEM does not work as there is no analogue of f e since inflation in not controlled by the potential alone but by the full Lagrangian as mentioned earlier. However, for DBI one may still define an f eH as given by Eq. (20) which may be compared to the true axion decay constant that enters in the DBI lagrangian. This will be discussed in further detail in section 6.
Global supersymmetry
In this section we consider inflation in globally supersymmetric models where slow roll is controlled by a flat potential and CEM can operate. For the analysis here we consider a chiral field Φ charged under a global U (1) transformation, and another fieldΦ that is oppositely charged. Thus under U (1) transformations one has
The superfield Φ has an expansion, Φ = φ + θχ + θθF , where φ is a complex scalar field consisting of the saxion (the magnitude) and the axion (the phase), χ is the axino, and F is an auxiliary field. Similarly the superfieldΦ has an expansion:Φ =φ +θξ +θθF . We now consider a superpotential of the form
where W s is the part that depends on the fields Φ,Φ and is invariant under the shift symmetry, and W sb is a part which breaks the shift symmetry. W s is chosen to stabilize the real parts of the chiral fields and we expand the chiral fields around the stabilized VEVs. We take W s of the form
We may parametrize φ andφ so that
where f = φ ,f = φ and (ρ, a) and (ρ,ā) are the fluctuations of the quantum fields around their vacuum expectation values f ,f . We define two linear combinations of a andā so that
Here b + is invariant under the shift symmetry and becomes heavy after the moduli are stabilized and b − is sensitive to shift symmetry and remains massless and we identify it as a candidate for the inflaton.
However, b − will gain mass when W sb is included in the analysis. We take W sb of the form
which violates the shift symmetry. Here we note that a similar procedure of using several nonperturbative terms to produce inflation by adjustment of parameters in the non-perturbative terms is used in the so-called 'racetrack' models (see, e.g., [35, [44] [45] [46] ). Including W sb the axionic potential can be written in the form
where V slow (b − ) which depends only on b − enters in slow roll and is relevant for inflation.
Note, that the parameters µ and λ/M determine the stability point φ = f [47] . We can equivalently, however, fix f and solve for λ/M in terms of µ and f . It turns out that µ only appears in V fast , but not in V slow , for which an explicit form is given by
where we have setf = f . We make now further simplifying assumptions so that A l =Ā l = B l f 3−l , B l = BG l . Thus B l , B, G l are dimensionless while f carries dimension of mass. Using the above assumptions the potential of Eq. (28) takes a simpler form
Here the superposition of several cosines produces local flatness where slow roll can occur. In order to verify consistency with experiment and evaluate f e , we use Inflation Simulator 2 . For these simulations we begin by sampling a number of parameter sets as described in the caption of Fig. (1) . We then use the Lagrangian L = 1 2ḃ 2 − − V slow (b − ) and Friedmann equations described in section 4 of [21] to simulate evolution of the field and the scale factor. We set initial field velocityḃ −,init = 0, and we only select points where N subhorizon ≥ 5 where N subhorizon = N total − N pivot to ensure that the result of the analysis is not affected by initial conditions. Finally, if we have sufficient number of e-foldings, we compute the tensorto-scalar ratio r, and the scalar spectral index n s at horizon exit (i.e., N pivot e-foldings before the end of inflation) using Eqs. (17, 19, 11) , and check if they are consistent with experimental constraints [13] . If so, we evaluate f e and f eH at horizon exit using Eqs. (5, 20) . The result of this analysis is displayed in Fig. (1) . Here one finds that while the true decay constant f is below M P l , the effective f e ≈ f eH always satisfies the constraint 14. Further, we find the relative difference between the two effective decay constants f e and f eH small over the parameter space investigated, i.e., |f e − f eH | /f e ≤ 3%. We note that fine tuning of G 5 is required to achieve coherent enhancement and experimentally-consistent inflation. In summary the analysis of Fig. (1) shows that CEM is operative and f e /M P l 1 is achieved while f < M P l consistent with WGC.
Supergravity
Next we test CEM for supergravity where the scalar potential has the form [48, 49] 
where K is the Kähler potential, W as before is the superpotential, and D i W is defined by
V D , which is the D-term of the potential, will play no role in our analysis and will be dropped from here on. In order to avoid the so-called η-problem of supergravity we choose the Kähler potential to be of the form
2 https://github.com/maxitg/InflationSimulator where we consider a pair of chiral fields Φ i , i = 1, 2. We parametrize the complex scalar components φ i of the fields as
where a i have the shift symmetry
and ρ i are the saxion fields. It is then easily checked that the kinetic energy for φ i and a i is canonically normalized. As in the global supersymmetry case we choose W of the form Eq. (22) where, however, we write
where W s is invariant under the shift symmetry with W vis s arising from the visible sector
and W 0 arising from the hidden sector. We set W 0 in a way that W = 0 if a i = 0, which ensures vanishing of the vacuum energy at the end of inflation. For supergravity analysis the saxion can be stabilized by imposition of spontaneous symmetry breaking conditions [50]
For shift symmetry breaking we assume
and as in the global supersymmetry case we make a change of basis from a 1 , a 2 to b + , b − as given by Eq. (25) , where a andā are replaced with a 1 and a 2 respectively. Next we expand around the minimum of the saxion potential and retain only b − which controls the slow-roll part of the potential. To that end W sb takes the form
where we take γ n = c n f / √ 2. In this case the slow-roll part of the potential which involves only the field b − takes the form [20] 
For our analysis we take γ n = n and q = 3, which is the minimal value with which we were able to achieve experimentally-consistent inflation. In that case the above potential consists of a superposition of six cosines so that
where C k are given by
As in the global supersymmetry case of section 4 here also local regions of flatness in the potential appear due to overlaps of several cosines, slow roll can occur and CEM is operative. Simulation for this potential is similar to the global supersymmetry model and are shown on Fig. (2) . Further one finds that there exist regions of the parameter space where f e M P l while f < M P l consistent with WGC. In this model, we find |f e − f eH | /f e ≤ 2%. 1) the supergravity analysis here shows that axion inflation for the set of points in the blue region is consistent with WGC as exhibited by the middle panel.
Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI)
In sections 4 and 5 we discussed applications of CEM which accomplishes successful axion inflation in conformity with the current cosmological data and consistent with WGC. As mentioned in section 1 CEM works only for models where slow roll is governed by flat potentials. This, however, is not the case for DBI-flation. Here the entire Lagrangian enters in slow roll and CEM is not applicable. Nonetheless we will show in this section that axionic DBI-flation allows for successful inflation consistent with cosmological data and consistent with WGC. We will work within the framework of supersymmetric DBI actions which have been investigated by a number of authors (see, e.g., [21, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . Inflation in a single field DBI was discussed in [59] and for the case of two fields in [21] . Thus as in our analysis in sections 4 and 5 we consider a pair of chiral superfields Φ 1 and Φ 2 which carry opposite charges under a global U (1) symmetry. The supersymmetric Lagrangian involving Φ 1 and
where L D is the D-part of the Lagrangian and L F is the F -part. Here L D consists of a part which is quadratic in the fields and a part which is quartic in the fields so that
where
and P and Q are assumed to have the following forms
Here T is a parameter of dimension 4 in mass and can be thought of as a warp factor arising from a higher dimensional geometry. We note that the Lagrangian of Eq. (44) is a direct generalization of the Lagrangian for the single field case which can be derived from a more basic 3-brane action (see, e.g., [55, 56, 59 ] and the references therein). In writing Eq. (44) we imposed an additional constraint which is invariance under Φ 1 and Φ 2 interchange. Finally L F is given by
where the superpotential W as in earlier analyses is given by W = W s + W sb , and where
is chosen so that we can stabilize the saxion VEVs and W sb breaks the global U (1) symmetry and is taken to be of the form
Integration over the Grassmann variables gives rise to the following Lagrangian
There are four auxiliary fields in Eq. (50) which are
The auxiliary fields F k satisfy the cubic equation
where p k , q k are defined by
,
Since F k satisfies a cubic equation, it has three roots which are
where ω is the cube root of unity and j = 0, 1, 2. It turns out that of the three roots only j = 0 is a solution to the full Euler-Lagrange equations for F k and in our analysis we consider only this solution.
An explicit computation of the Lagrangian in this case is given in [21] and displayed in Eq. (54) . The Lagrangian depends on a single axion field b − defined as in the preceding sections and 5 parameters T , α 1 , f ,β, and a vector G as discussed below. Thus we have
and where
We note that the parameterβ here is redundant, and is chosen in such a way as to make G k ∼ 1. The first non-zero component of G can also be set to 1 to reduce redundancy. Further, we note that Eqs. (7) will not be sufficient to describe slow roll in this case, because they do not take the form of kinetic energy into account. However, we will use Eqs. (17) which are more general. Simulation for DBI is shown on Fig. (3) . We sample the parameter space of the model Eq. (54) by setting T = 10
, and varying G 5 , G 6 , α 1 , f ,β, and the pivot e-foldings count N pivot . Here we use the data of Fig (1) of [21] , but with an update of the experimental constraints on r and n s as given by Planck 2018 results [13] , and compute f eH using Eq. (12) . Note that even though f e cannot be defined in this model, f eH still satisfies Eq. (14) . The top panel of Fig. (3) shows the parameter points of the DBI model which lie in the experimentally allowed domain (the blue region). The middle panel gives f equil NL as function of α 1 . Recently, the Planck Collaboration [61] has analyzed the Planck full-mission cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature and E-mode polarization maps to obtain constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity. Their combined temperature and polarization analysis produces the following final result on f equil NL so that f equal NL = −26 ± 47 (68% CL, statistical). We note that while the prediction of f equil NL as given by the middle panel of Fig. (3) is consistent with experiment, it is far too small to be tested in the near future. The bottom panel of Fig. (3) gives a plot of f eH /M P l vs f /M P l . One finds that f eH /M P l 1 while f /M P l < 1 consistent with WGC. 1) of [21] , out of which 7922 shown in green are consistent with experimental data on r and n s . Points are distributed according to the following:
, U refers to a uniform distribution, and the distribution ofȧ −,0 is chosen such that the expression under the square root in Eq. (54) is positive. Points are further filtered such that the mass of the inflaton m a − < 0.1M P l . Note that despite no fine-tuning being present in the distribution above, a significant fraction of points is consistent with experimental constraints. Top panel is a plot of r vs n s . Middle panel shows the non-Gaussianity parameter f equil N L as a function of α 1 (for a discussion of f equil N L see [21] ). Bottom panel is a plot of f eH vs f where f eH is defined by Eq. (20) . We note that all the points in the blue of the top panel have f < M P l as exhibited in the bottom panel which ensures that DBI-flation is consistent with WGC.
7 Slow-roll parameters in terms of density and the size of r in single-field models
It is interesting to observe that the tensor-to-scalar ratio r in the effective single field models of global supersymmetry in Fig. (1) and of supergravity in Fig. (2) is O (10 −4 ), while for the DBI case Fig. (3) it is much larger than that and for some parameter points it can be as large as the current experimental upper limit r = 0.07. To see how this is possible, we consider first an arbitrary single-field inflation model with canonical kinetic energy. Here for the number of e-foldings we have
where ρ is the density of the inflaton field φ. In slow-roll approximationφ ≈ 0, andφ 2 V (φ), and using equations of motion we have
where we used the definition of the slow-roll parameter , see Eq. (7). This leads to a relation between r and ∆φ so that
We consider now the global supersymmetry case where ∆φ/f < 1 and f /M P l < 1 (for consistency with WGC, see Figs. (1)) and N = [50 − 60] which implies r < 0.003 .
A similar analysis holds for the supergravity case. The analyses on r in Figs. (1, 2) show that r ∼ O (10 −4 ) is consistent with the bound of Eq. (62). The reason for the smallness of r in Figs. (1, 2) and more generally for models with flat potentials can be traced to Eq. (61) and the condition ∆φ < M P l .
However, Eq. (61) is not applicable to DBI-flation and k-flation [42] . Here we need to look at the evolution of the density ρ of the inflaton field as a function of e-foldings. Thus for the case when sound speed c s ∼ 1, one can obtain the slow-roll parameters in terms of density and its derivatives with respect to the number of e-foldings by using the Friedmann equation The same as the top panel except it is for the DBI case. The figure explains the reason why r can be much larger for DBI relative to models where slow roll is controlled by flat potentials. From Eq. (67) we see that r is proportional to dρ/dN . In the top and middle panels ρ/ρ 0 is essentially flat near the horizon exist which is in the interval which occurs at −60 < N − N total < −50 and leads to r ∼ O 10 −4 while for the DBI case in the bottom panel ρ/ρ 0 has a significant curvature and r can be as large as the experimental upper limit of 0.07.
Using the above together with Eq. (17) we get
Further, the enhancement factor f eH is given by
Similarly the spectral index n s and the ratio r of the tensor to scalar power spectrum are given by
From the plot of ρ/ρ 0 as a function of N − N total one finds that is visibly much larger as can be seen by the bottom panel of Fig. (4) . This explains why r is much larger for DBI-flation than for the case where inflation is driven by a flat potential which is the case for the top and the middle panels of Fig. (4) .
Conclusion
One of the possible candidates for an inflaton is an axion. However, axion models with a simple cosine potential require an axion decay constant which is super-Planckian in size which is in conflict with the Weak Gravity Conjecture. In this work we propose a new mechanism, the Coherent Enhancement Mechanism, which allows one to produce an effective decay constant which governs inflation to be much larger than the true decay constant that enters in the microscopic Lagrangian. However, CEM works for the class of models where slow roll is governed by a flat potential. To check the validity of CEM we work in a landscape of chiral superfields where the microscopic Lagrangian possesses a U (1) global shift symmetry which is broken by instanton type terms. The inflaton is identified with the pseuso-NambuGoldstone boson (pNGB) which is the lightest field in the broken U (1) symmetry phase. The proposed mechanism to enhance the effective axion decay constant associated with pNGB utilizes coherence among several cosines in the effective pNGB potential to produce a locally flat potential where slow roll can occur. In this work we have illustrated CEM for models based in supersymmetry and in supergravity where inflation is driven by the pNGB potential. In these analyses we show that successful inflation consistent with the cosmological data on the spectral indices and the tensor to scalar power spectrum ratio can be achieved along with consistency with WGC. However, CEM is not valid for DBI-flation and more generally for k-flation. Here inflation is governed not just by the potential but by the full Lagrangian. Nonetheless our analysis shows that a successful DBI-flation can be achieved consistent with cosmological data and consistent with WGC. It is also seen that while for single field inflation r ∼ O (10 −4 ), for DBI-flation one may have r as large as the current experimental upper limit of r = 0.07. An explanation of this phenomenon is given in section 7. We also show that the effective decay constant can be directly related to the spectral indices as exhibited by Eq. (12) . The analysis presented in this work shows that in all the cases considered axion inflation consistent with the experimental data can be accomplished with the axion decay constant in the microscopic Lagrangian in the sub-Planckian domain in conformity with the Weak Gravity Conjecture.
